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3-22-60

FOR IMMEDIATE .RELEASE
Basic research that may lead to practical applications for watershed cover and
food for wildlife in Montana is being continued by Montana State University with
the support of the National Science Foundation; MSU officials announced.
A new |SF grant of $2;700 is for continuation of a study entitled "Ecology of
Alpine Communities |" which was begun under an NSF grant of $13;000 in 1958*

The

re search is under the direction of Dr. Richard D. Taber of the School of Forestry
and Dr. Robert S. Hoffman of the Department of Zoology.
The researchers said the general aims of the study are to add to basic knowledge
of soils, plants; and animals in Alpine areas that have not been intensively studied
before because of their inaccessibility; to gain a greater understanding of plant
distribution and succession in these areas; where plants are important as watershed,
never and food for wild and domestic animals, and to seek comparisons with Arctic
conditions, which have received intensive study in recent years.
Drs. Taber and Hoffman have conducted their studies at elevations of from
7,000 to 11;000 feet; principally in Glacier .National Park; Big Snowy Mountains;
Big Belt Mountains; Little Belt Mountains; Crazy Mountains; Tobacco Root Mountains,
Flint Creek Range; and Beartooth Plateau.
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They carried on studies in these areas

1958 and 1959 and expect to finish the work in i960.
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